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We present the results of an all-sky search for continuous gravitational-wave signals with frequencies in
the 500–1700 Hz range targeting neutron stars with ellipticity of 10−8. The search is done on LIGO O2 data
using the Falcon analysis pipeline. The results presented here double the sensitivity over any other result on
the same data [B. P. Abbott et al. (LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration), Phys. Rev. D
100, 024004 (2019), C. Palomba et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 171101 (2019)]. The search is capable of
detecting low-ellipticity sources up to 170 pc. We establish strict upper limits which hold for worst-case
signal parameters. We list outliers uncovered by the search, including several which we cannot associate
with any known instrumental cause.
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Introduction.—Continuous gravitational waves are
expected over a broad range of frequencies from rapidly
rotatingcompact stars suchasneutron stars due to avarietyof
mechanisms [1] as well as frommore exotic scenarios [2–7].
A spinning neutron star that presents a deviation from

axisymmetry emits continuous gravitational waves at twice
its rotation frequency. Its gravitational-wave brightness is
determined by its equatorial ellipticity, which describes
how deformed the star is in the plane perpendicular to the
rotation axis. Because neutron stars have solar-sized mass
packed within a tight radius of 10–15 km, the gravity at
their surface is extremely high, making it difficult to
support large deformations.
Simulations show that ellipticities as high as 10−6 can be

supported by the crust [8,9], but at present no mechanism is
known that mandates the existence of such deformations.
Searches so far have failed to find signals from high-
ellipticity sources [10–14].
On the other hand, properties of observed pulsars suggest

that a population might exist whose spin evolution is
governed by gravitational-wave emission, with typical
ellipticities in the range of ≈10−9 to 10−8 [15]. This is
the range targeted by this search (Fig. 1).
We find several outliers and investigate them. We use

longer coherence analyses and out-of-sample data. One

outlier increases in SNR with an increase in coherence
length; however, this increase is not as large as one would
expect for an ideal signal on average.
The basic signal assumed at the gravitational-wave

detector is a nearly monochromatic signal from an isolated
source (i.e., not in a binary), with Doppler modulations due
to the relative motion between the source and the detector
and amplitude modulations due to the relative orientation of
the detector to the source. Optimal sensitivity is typically
achieved with a large degree of phase coherence in the
signal and for signals matching the assumed wave-
form model.
No past search has revealed any such signal, over a broad

range of possible signal parameters. One reason could be
that past searches were not sensitive enough and have not
yet probed low enough values of the ellipticity. Another
reason (or perhaps an additional reason) might be that the
signals deviate enough from the assumed model that the
search methods cannot identify them with sufficient
confidence.
Deviations from the naive signal model could come

about in a number of ways, for example, due to the motion
of the source being affected by another body or the signal
itself not being perfectly stable. While standard searches
might retain very good sensitivity to many of these signals
[16], upon closer inspection a signal candidate might be
disregarded because it does not pass all the tests that the
naive signal would pass.
As more and more sensitive searches yield null results, it

seems wise to entertain the possibility that the signals are
not quite as we assume. Here we do this by highlighting
not only the upper limit results for the standard signals, but
also the top outliers that are marginal or inconclusive
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candidates. This will enable cross-checks with data that we
have no access to and may lead to the identification of an
instrumental or environmental artifact or a signal.
The method.—Broadband all-sky searches for continu-

ous gravitational waves are computationally challenging.
The most sensitive surveys employ multistage searches that
rely on clever search methods, computationally efficient
algorithms, and much computing power.
A key characteristic of long-duration searches is the

employed coherence length. Increasing the coherence
length increases the search sensitivity and makes the search
more selective, being able to distinguish more finely
different signal parameters like sky location and frequency.
The number of separate points of parameter space that need
to be explored grows with the increasing coherence length,
and this generates greater computational demands. The
computational cost can scale as the fourth power of the
coherence length for even simple searches, and it grows
very quickly for searches taking into account more complex
signals, with higher-order frequency derivatives, or in the
presence of a companion object in a binary system.
A common way to construct a search with a given

coherence length is to partition the data into segments
spanning that coherence length, perform a matched filter
analysis on each piece, and then combine the results. This is
known as a “semicoherent” search, because the results of
the coherent matched filter analysis are combined with no
phase information. See [13,14,17–19], and references
therein for an overview and comparison of the different
families of semicoherent search methods.
Loosely coherent methods [20–22] are constructed by

partitioning the parameter space of the searched signals into
families of closely related signals that can be considered to

be perturbations of each other. The search is then designed
to work on each family separately, and, because many
signals are searched for “at the same time,” it leverages
significant economy of scale.
The newest loosely coherent implementation targeting

longer coherent timescales, the Falcon search, represents a
breakthrough in performance and sensitivity [13]. We have
explored the LIGO O1-run data employing the Falcon
search with a first-stage coherence length of 4 h and
demonstrated its performance and computational efficiency
[10,13]. In this paper, we push the envelope further,
doubling the size of the input data, tripling the coherence
length of the first stage, extending the frequency range by a
factor of nearly 3, and searching high frequencies. (The
necessary computing power scales as the cube of highest
frequency searched.) We attain more than a twofold
increase in strain sensitivity with respect to the best
LIGO all-sky search on the same data (Fig. 2).
The search.—The computational load of an all-sky

search per-hertz-searched is massively different in the
kilohertz region and in the Oð100Þ Hz region. This means
that, in order to achieve optimal sensitivity, different search
setups should be used in different frequency ranges (this
argument is clearly illustrated in Refs. [23,24]). We choose
here to tackle the challenging high-frequency region.
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FIG. 2. The intrinsic gravitational-wave strain-amplitude upper
limit (vertical axis) is plotted against the signal frequency. The
lower curve (black) shows the best-case upper limits (circularly
polarized signals), the next curve (purple) shows the population-
average proxy, and then (in yellow) we have the worst-case upper
limits. The fainter lines at the top are the upper limits from the
latest LIGO-Virgo Collaboration (LVC) all-sky survey [12], and
they can be directly compared to our population-average ones
(middle purple curve). The LVC results are produced independ-
ently by three different pipelines which cover overlapping
frequency ranges.

FIG. 1. Range of the search for stars with ellipticity of 10−8.
The X axis shows gravitational-wave frequency, which is twice
the pulsar rotation frequency for emission due to an equatorial
ellipticity. R modes and other emission mechanisms give rise to
emission at different frequencies.
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We aim at detecting continuous gravitational-wave signals
with a frequency between 500 and 1700 Hz and first-order
frequency derivative jf1j ≤ 3 × 10−12 Hz=s for frequencies
below 1000 Hz and ≤ 2.5 × 10−12 Hz=s above 1000 Hz.
The spindown range is consistent with our ellipticity target
at a level < 10−8. It is also generous: The largest known
frequency drift among pulsars spinning faster than 250 Hz
is −1.73 × 10−13 Hz=s, for J1824-2452A spinning at
327 Hz [25]. The full search parameter range is given in
Table II.
We use the public LIGO [26] O2 data [27,28]. Below

1000 Hz, these data were subject to a cleaning procedure
that removed a substantial amount of spurious instrumental
noise [29]. In general, this procedure will contribute an
additional systematic uncertainty to the calibration, which
is, however, not stated. We use the available O2 data as is;
thus, our results below 1000 Hz have a potential systematic
uncertainty that overall should match the uncertainty (5%
and 10% for H1 and L1, respectively) given in LIGO papers
such as Ref. [12].
The search begins with a coherence length of 12 h that is

extended to 6 days through three follow-up stages (Table I).
The coherence length increases from stage to stage, and
with it the search sensitivity also increases. Candidates pass
to the next stage only if their detection statistic value
exceeds a predetermined threshold value, which increases
from one stage to the next. The last stage also includes
consistency checks between the single-instrument results.
Candidates that survive this entire sequence of tests
represent one of the results of the search. We refer to
these as the outliers from the search. Every outlier is
defined by a set of signal parameters (frequency, sky
position, and frequency derivative) and signal to noise
ratio value (SNR).
Upper limit results.—The other results of this paper are

the 95% confidence-level continuous gravitational-wave
amplitude upper limits h0. These represent the smallest
amplitude of a continuous signal with a given frequency,
coming from an arbitrary direction in the sky and with
frequency drift in our search range, that we can exclude
from impinging on the detectors. We have assumed a
quasimonochromatic signal with slow evolution in fre-
quency that can be approximated by a quadratic model:

fðtÞ ¼ f0 þ ðt − t0Þf1 þ ðt − t0Þ2f2=2; ð1Þ

where f0 is the signal frequency at GPS epoch t0 ¼
1183375935 and f1 and f2 are the linear and quadratic
frequency drifts, respectively.
Our upper limits are established based on the observed

power estimates and are valid even in the most heavily
contaminated spectral regions. We use a procedure based
on the so-called “universal statistics” [30] which deter-
mines the smallest gravitational-wave intrinsic signal
amplitude h0 consistent with the observed power. This
produces valid upper limits without assumptions on the
shape of the noise distribution. By construction, the upper
limits also hold in the presence of a signal.
We compute three upper limits: the so-called worst-case

upper limit, which is the largest upper limit over those
established for individual sky locations, polarization
(maximum over polarization is usually reached for linear
polarizations), spindown, and frequency; the circular-
polarization upper limit, which is the largest upper limit
over those established for individual sky locations, spin-
down, and frequency, having assumed circular polarization
of the signal; and, finally, a proxy for the population-
average upper limit which is determined over a population
of sources uniformly distributed on the sky and with all
possible polarizations [uniform in the cosine of the incli-
nation angle (cos ι) and polarization angle ψ]. This last
upper limit is provided for ease of comparison with other
search results [11,14,31,32], and it is estimated (hence, it is
a proxy) as a weighted average of the upper limits from the
individual polarizations.
The population-average proxy is verified by directly

measuring the detection efficiency of fake signals added to
the real data with frequencies in the sample bands 500–600
and 1075.40–1100 Hz. Each fake signal has an intrinsic
strain amplitude h0 equal to the population-average upper-
limit proxy value from its frequency band; other parameters
are uniformly distributed in the searched parameter space,
apart for the spindown values that are log-uniformly
distributed in the search range. The full analysis is
performed for each fake signal, covering the entire sky
and including outlier follow-up. A fake signal is considered
detected when an outlier is found within 5 × 10−5 Hz of the
signal frequency f, within 10−12 Hz=s of its spindown, and
within 0.06 Hz=f radians of its sky location, the latter
calculated after projecting on the ecliptic plane (“ecliptic
distance”). We obtain 95% recovery of injections every-
where except the heavily contaminated violin mode region,
and even in those bands the detection efficiency does not
drop lower than 90%.
The upper limits are plotted in Fig. 2. The upper limit

data are available in computer-readable format in Ref. [33].
Assuming an optimally oriented source of ellipticity

10−8, we are sensitive as far as 170 pc at 1700 Hz. Figure 1
shows the reach of the search to such sources. Above
700 Hz, with the exception of a few contaminated fre-
quency bands, we can exclude the presence of such sources

TABLE I. Parameters for each stage of the search. The stage-3
outliers are subject to an additional consistency check.

Stage Coherence length (hours) Minimum SNR

0 12 6
1 24 7
2 48 8
3 144 16
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(aside from the outliers listed in Supplemental Material
[33]) within a 20 pc distance from Earth.
It is reasonable to expect neutron stars from our target

population within this range: Assuming a galactic popu-
lation of 109 neutron stars, if the density in space of neutron
stars is the same as that of the known pulsars, then within
20 pc of Earth we expect (this conservative estimate
assumes spherical distribution of neutron stars; since
1.36 kpc is large compared to the thickness of the
Milky Way disk and size of galactic arms, we expect that
the true number is much larger) to have as many neutron
stars, and we observe as pulsars in ∼1.36 kpc. At the time
of writing the ATNF catalog [25] shows 56 pulsars rotating
above 250 Hz within 1.36 kpc of Earth, and of these 12 are
isolated.
Our upper limits are also relevant for boson condensates

around black holes [3,4], which are expected to emit
monochromatic continuous wave signals [34]. Indeed, if
ultralight bosons exist, they will form clouds around
rotating black holes via superradiance instability and
through annihilations and level transitions will emit con-
tinuous gravitational waves. We leave it to the interested
reader to constrain from our upper limits physical quantities
of interest, based on the specific model they wish to
consider. Assuming the ensemble signal of Ref. [35] from
a galactic population of Oð108Þ isolated stellar mass black
holes with maximum mass 30 M⊙ and maximum initial
spin uniformly distributed in [0,1], our results exclude
bosons with masses in the range ≈½1.0–3.0� × 10−12 eV.
Outliers.—The full list of outliers is available in

Ref. [33]. Supplemental Material [33] also includes a
summary table listing the largest SNR outlier in every

0.1 Hz band. This is especially helpful for the loud fake
signals present in the data stream for validation purposes
[36], since these produce many outliers. Because these fake
signals are produced directly at the LIGO detectors by an
appropriate excitation of its mirrors, they are commonly
referred to as “hardware injections.” For convenience, we
give the parameters of these fake signals in Supplemental
Material [33].
Our top eight outliers are caused by such hardware

injections. The large majority of the remaining outliers are
due to large hardware artifacts. There remain outliers
whose origin could perhaps be identified based on data
from physical and environmental monitoring channels.
Since these data are not public, we cannot perform such
investigations.
A key question is whether any of the listed outliers are

produced by an astrophysical source. The simulations
performed to verify the population average proxy assure
us that if a signal were present in the data with detectable
strength, there would be a corresponding outlier. Clearly,
none of the outliers due to hardware injections are
astrophysical. A number of outliers are not due to hard-
ware-injected signals but are located in frequency bands
with instrumental contamination. As the pipeline is per-
fectly able to detect signals in most heavily contaminated
bands, this does not rule out these outliers. However, it does
cast doubt on their significance, as contamination can
artificially increase the SNR in a single or both instruments.
The 16 outliers not associated with any known instru-

mental disturbance are the most interesting. Their sky
locations are shown in Fig. 3. They do not appear to

TABLE II. Signal-parameter space covered in this search. Both
positive and negative values of first- and second-order frequency
derivatives f1 and f2 are explored.

Band [Hz] jf1jmax 10−12 ½Hz=s� jf2jmax 10−20 ½Hz=s2�
500–1000 3 4
1000–1700 2.5 2

Dec

RA

FIG. 3. Location in the sky of the outliers not associated to any
instrumental disturbance. The wide band shows the ecliptic plane,
and the two small circles are the ecliptic poles.
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FIG. 4. Apparent frequency of a signal with parameters equal to
those of outlier 43 at 1224.74 Hz, at the detectors. The difference
in Doppler shifts between interferometers is small compared to
the Doppler shifts from Earth’s orbital motion.
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cluster in any location tied to instrumental artifacts, such as
the ecliptic pole. If the outliers were due to astrophysical
signals that follow the frequency model of Eq. (1), then the
uncertainty on their true location would be within the limits
established by the Monte Carlo simulations discussed
above, i.e., 0.06 Hz=f rad, projected on the ecliptic
plane.
The frequency spectrum of the data around these outliers

is manually examined, and none reveals any obvious
contamination. As an example we show plots (Figs. 4
and 5) corresponding to the highest-frequency outlier 43 at
1224.75 Hz. The apparent frequency of a signal with the
parameters of outlier 43 spans almost 0.25 Hz during the
O2 observing time, and its evolution is shown in Fig. 4.
The other 15 outliers have similar characteristics. The

frequency evolution curves change depending on the outlier
parameters, but they all exhibit an appreciable modulation.
Ad hoc investigations are focused on outliers 25 and 43,

which are consistently found with both the Falcon and
semicoherent F-statistic analyses. Follow-ups over longer
coherence lengths (up to 500 h) suggest that the most
promising outlier is outlier 25. We note that the f1 value of
outlier 25 is positive, which would mean that, if the outlier
were associated to an astrophysical continuous signal, what
is observed is not directly related to the spin frequency of
the star.
The SNR buildup for outlier 25 over searches with an

increasingly long coherent time baseline is not inconsistent
with what is expected from a signal. This holds true also for
the fully coherent search over the O2 data, albeit the
recovered SNR is lower than the expectation value based on
the previous stages and with indications that the coherence
might not be completely stable [the most significant
measured 2F value is ≈47; 2F is the optimal multidetector
fully coherent detection statistic [38] for signals of the type
of Eq. (1)]. A follow-up on O1 data is inconclusive: The
detection statistic value is not inconsistent with the expect-
ations under the signal hypothesis, and the Gaussian-noise
p value is ≲1%.

As already pointed out, we are unable to investigate the
O1 and O2 instrumental data channels, as these data are not
part of either the O1 or O2 public data releases.
A first detection can be á la GW150914 (the first

gravitational-wave signal [37]) with a single loud event
that spectacularly meets all the predictions; a less glamor-
ous scenario is that evidence builds up over time with
outliers first identified in a broad survey like this and later
consistently recovered on new data or through the identi-
fication of an electromagnetic counterpart. In this spirit, we
report and discuss the outliers that we find.
Our outliers are not present in the outlier or subthreshold

candidate lists from earlier papers. This is not surprising,
because previous searches on LIGO O2 data that cover the
parameter space of this search [12,31] are significantly less
sensitive.
The O3 data are roughly a factor of 2 more sensitive than

the O2 data employed in this search, so the LVC broadband
searches should be able to probe continuous gravitational-
wave amplitudes comparable to these. Also, targeted
searches based on the information presented here, which
are comparatively less complex than these broad surveys,
should be straightforward. We look forward to comparing
our results on O3 data with those from the LVC, and we
are ready to perform fast-turnaround investigations on new
data.
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